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ABSTRACT
Adult hippocampal neurogenesis (AHN) has been widely studied in many aspects. AHN is showed to have causal relationship with depression and anxiety. Experimental data showed that sex hormones and sex hormone receptors can be a factor that modulates AHN. However, few studies have focused on sex hormones’ effect on exercise-induced neurogenesis, which the detailed mechanism is unknown to people. In this paper, we designed the experiments to find a casual relationship between sex hormones (receptors) and exercise-induced neurogenesis. We utilized castration (TX) and ovariectomy (OVX) to control the hormone level within the rats’ body. Noteworthy, we also tested how can the numerical ratios of androgen to estrogen and androgen receptors to estrogen receptors affect exercise-induced neurogenesis by using conditional gene knockout and Cre recombinase. If the results turn out to be consistent with the hypothesis that the level of sex hormones and sex hormone receptors have influences on exercise-induced neurogenesis and depression-like behavior, we can put forward a treatment on anxiety disorders concerning the combination of exercise and sex hormone regulation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Adult hippocampal neurogenesis (AHN) is the capability of the adult mammalian brain to generate new neurons. Researches had proven that neurogenesis is associated with depression and anxiety. When the level of neurogenesis is enhanced, anxiety and depression-like behavior will be lowered. [1] Multiple factors can modulate AHN. Exercise, as one of the modulators, can increase the level of neurogenesis and is widely considered as a treatment for anxiety disorders. The detailed mechanism of this exercise-induced neurogenesis, however, has yet to be clear [2, 3]. As the database accumulated, ample studies uncover that sex fills in as a sectional mediator on the impacts of activity-induced benefits (e.g., lowered depressive symptoms, enhanced memory, enlarged hippocampal volume), which is indicated by the differentially affected neural and behavioral results [4, 5]. Intense studies focused on the mechanism of sex hormones (specifically androgen and estrogen) regulating base-line adult-born neurogenesis. These studies discussed the sex hormones’ significant role as neurogenic factors and multifaceted impact on different stages within the newborn neurons’ maturation. [6-10] Androgen and estrogen are synthesized in both males and females, but in different volumes and play different roles by binding to their respective receptors (AR, ERα, ERβ). [11] Some researches contend that these sex hormone receptors can modulate neurogenesis as well [12]. Moreover, assert that “The current study aimed at investigating the possibility that a combination of sex hormones and exercise has synergistic effects on neural plasticity in Transient Congenital Hypothyroidism rats [13].”

So, can sex hormones and their receptors affect exercise-induced neurogenesis? The purpose of this study is to evaluate the effects of Androgen and Estrogen and their receptors on exercise-induced neurogenesis. Our hypothesis is that: first, androgen, estrogen and their respective receptors’ level have effects on exercise-induced neurogenesis. Second, the numerical ratio of androgen/estrogen level and AR/ER impact exercise-induced neurogenesis. Compared to other studies, our experiments not only test the impact of single sex hormone, but also considered the numerical ratio of the level of androgen to estrogen and the ratio of numbers of AR to ER as factors that may influence the exercise-induced neurogenesis. If the result shows an effect of androgen and estrogen levels on neurogenesis enhanced by exercise, this study may hopefully be helpful with improving the anti-depressant effect performed by exercise, for we can modulate sex hormone level to reach a status under which exercise can maximize its effectiveness.
2. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

2.1. Sex influences exercise-induced neurogenesis. Exercise-induced neurogenesis is further enhanced in females.

In order to test the hypothesis, we utilize Sprague-Dawley rats of equal number of males and females. Half of the males are treated with castration (TX), and half of the females are treated with ovariectomy (OVX). TX significantly reduces the circling androgen level in male mice [14, 15], while OVX lower the circling estrogen level along with the sum of estrogen receptors [16]. First, we divided the normal male and female rats into two groups, one with voluntary wheel running and one without. (Fig.1) (all figures are hypothesized data) We represent newborn neurons by the expression level of Ki67+ cells. If the result is consistent with the hypothesis, the female group will have a higher number of increased Ki67+markers than that increased in controls, suggesting that females result in a higher level of exercise-induced neurogenesis. Then we perform the tail suspension test (TST) to the four groups of rats to assess the number of depressive-like behaviors. (Fig.1b) The longer the total immobility of a rat, the more stressed it is [17]. If it is as expected, the total immobility of the female group will decrease more drastically after exercise than the male group. The data can also reapprove that exercise can increase neurogenesis and alleviate depressive-like behaviors. However, if the differences are the same, it means that neurogenesis only increased due to exercise instead of being related to sex difference. If the male group has a greater difference, it can be concluded that males result in a higher level of exercise-induced neurogenesis.

2.2. Sex hormones modulate exercise-induced neurogenesis. Estrogen enhances exercise-induced neurogenesis.

If the data is consistent with the hypothesis in experiment one, so what causes the anti-depressant effect of exercise to react differently with sex? To answer this question, experiment two is designed to prove the hypothesis that sex hormones, specifically androgen and estrogen, cause this difference. To explore the effects of sex hormones on exercise-induced neurogenesis, we divided the mice into eight groups, four exercise groups and four non-exercise groups, which were then divided into normal male, normal female, TX male, and OVX female. The experimental data, shown in Fig.2, is consistent with the experimental conjecture. The presence of estrogen increases exercise-induced neurogenesis and alleviates anxiety, indicated by a further increase in the number of Ki67+ cells and a shorter immobility time period in the TST. The estrogen-free OVX group has fewer increases in Ki67 markers than the other three groups with a certain estrogen level. Specifically, the normal female group with the highest estrogen levels among these three groups should have the highest increases in Ki67 markers and the most significant decrease in the total immobility period, suggesting that estrogen promotes the effect of exercise-induced neurogenesis more than androgen. The results could also be used to determine whether androgen has a positive or negative effect on the neurogenesis. If the results do not match the hypothesis that the increase in neurogenesis in normal female or normal male groups is not different from that in other groups, then exercise-induced neurogenesis is possibly not related to estrogen and androgen level. As expected, the TST figure will follow the same trend as neurogenesis. The Normal female group had fewer seconds of immobility than the other three groups, suggesting that estrogen has a better effect on reversing depressive-like behavior with exercise. The OVX group reduces the minimum immobility time.

Fig.1 Exercise can further enhance neurogenesis level in female. a Quantification of Ki67+ dentate gyrus cells. b Total immobility time recorded from tail suspension test, a measurement for depression-like behavior.
2.3. The numerical ratio of androgen/estrogen can modulate exercise-induced neurogenesis. The ratio is negatively related to neurogenesis levels.

Suppose the previous results confirm that estrogen improves exercise’s promotive effect on neurogenesis, while androgen inhibits or stabilizes the effect. Could it be an evidence for claiming that the numerical ratio of estrogen/androgen also has an effect on exercise-induced neurogenesis? We re-injected different doses of estrogen and androgen into the TX and OVX mice to achieve the goal of regulating the estrogen/androgen ratio (figure 3a). The injections are 100% androgen; 75% androgen and 25% estrogen; 25% androgen and 75% estrogen; 100% estrogen respectively. If the results of the experiment are in line with the conjecture, Ki67 marker treated by dose four should be increased more than dose three, and dose three should be more than dose two, dose two more than dose one (Fig3b), because estrogen increases exercise-induced neurogenesis, and estrogen level increases in turn from dose 1 to dose 4. Taking all these together, the estrogen/androgen ratio is suggested to have a negative regulation on exercise-induced neurogenesis.

2.4. ER upregulates exercise-induced neurogenesis. The numerical ratio of AR/ER has a negative correlation with exercise-induced neurogenesis.

Based on experimental evidence that sex hormones upregulate the expression of Ars and ERs [18, 19], we hypothesize that the number of receptor proteins alone is sufficient to affect exercise-induced neurogenesis. We use AR antagonist and ER antagonist to investigate this effect. Firstly, we use AR antagonist to silence AR expression and measure the number of Ki67 + cells. Then the ER antagonist is used to silence the ER expression, and the number of Ki67 + cells is assessed. The numbers are compared with the control group. If the AR-suppressed group causes a larger increase in Ki67 markers after exercise, it is suggested that AR inhibits exercise-induced neurogenesis. Similarly, if the ER-suppressed group further increases the Ki67 markers after exercise, we can conclude that ER inhibits exercise-induced neurogenesis. No difference between the two groups indicates that the number of receptor proteins does not affect the level of exercise-induced neurogenesis. Suppose that the number of receptor proteins has an effect on exercise-induced neurogenesis. After silencing the receptors, we take serum hormone assays to test estrogen and androgen level. If the hormone level is not altered, we can demonstrate that the number of Ars and ERs itself is sufficient to regulate exercise-induced neurogenesis; estrogen and androgen do not take responsibility for how ARs and ERs affect exercise-induced neurogenesis. But if hormone level changes, it is likely that estrogen and androgen cause the change, rather than the number of...
receptor proteins. In that case, we should find a way to maintain the normal hormone level before measuring the effects of AR and ER on exercise-induced neurogenesis.

Equivalent to previous experiments, we also hypothesize that the AR/ER ratio has an effect on exercise-induced neurogenesis. There are two types of ER, ERα and ERβ. They are products of independent genes. ERα is located on chromosome 14q22–24 and ERβ is located on chromosome 6q25.1 [20, 21]. To modulate the AR/ER ratio, we use inducible Cre recombinase to conduct conditional gene knockout of one set of ER genes. (Fig.4b) Suppose the initial ratio index of AR/ER is X, then after the recombination, the index turns to 2X, for we have silenced half of the ER. (Fig.4a) After assessing the recombination efficacy of the transgenes, we use immunofluorescent staining to examine the exact number of the normal index ratio and the ratio after recombination [22]. Subsequently, we can analyze how different numerical ratios of AR/ER regulate exercise-induced neurogenesis. The expected result is that the control increases more than the mutated group, for the control has more ERs. As described in the previous experiment, we still need to conduct serum hormone assays to test whether the hormone level ratio itself has an effect on exercise-induced neurogenesis.

\[
\text{ratio : } \frac{\text{AR}}{\text{ER}} = X - \text{normal.}
\]

\[
\frac{\text{ER}^+}{\text{ER}^-} \quad \frac{\text{ER}^+}{\text{ER}^-} \quad \frac{\text{ER}^+}{\text{ER}^-} \quad \frac{\text{ER}^+}{\text{ER}^-}
\]

\[
\text{ratio : } \frac{\text{AR}}{\text{ER}} = 2X - \text{manipulated.}
\]

3. CONCLUSION

In this study, we first expected to observe that the number of Ki67+ cells increases more after exercise in the normal female group, which indicates that sex can affect the level of exercise-induced neurogenesis. Then, we modulate the hormone level of the rats and hypothesize that the androgen and estrogen level, single and their ratio cause this difference. After that we considered another factor: AR, ER, and their numerical ratio. If the results are consistent with the hypothesis, the data should display a positive correlation between the number of ER and Ki67+ cells. Lastly, we test how long-lasting are these treatment’s effects on exercise-induced neurogenesis. Few studies have been conducted to test the possibilities of factors that influence exercise-induced neurogenesis. If the experimental data demonstrate that the combination of exercise and sex hormone and sex hormone receptors has an interdependent effect on neurogenesis and depressive-like behaviors, we may find high qualified, more effective treatments for anxiety disorders.

However, some questions need further research. Age, species, experience, exercise intensity and exposure frequency to sex hormones are proved to be a factor that determines adult-born neurogenesis. Also, plenty of hormones can lead to changes in various stages of the
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neural differentiation cascade [6, 7, 12, 23, 24]. They may have an effect on exercise-induced neurogenesis as well. Moreover, this study does not uncover the direct relationship between sex hormone level and the number of sex hormone receptors located in the hippocampus. We only test how can these two factors affect exercise-induced neurogenesis levels respectively. However, the mechanism of how these factors cause the effect is still not fully understood. Further studies targeting this issue may lead to more effective antidepressant treatments.
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